In the SLC Final Focus System, all components of transverse phase-space -and the couplings between them must be controlled to minimize the beam . . -size.at the interaction point. After summarizing the experimental algorithm and 'the on-line tuning programs, we present a consistent set of measurements and describe our present understanding of the various contributions to this beam size. -. ---
1. Introduction -4 The Final Focus System [l] 
(FFS) is the last section of beam-line in the Stanford
Linear Collider (SLC) b f e ore the interaction point (IP). Its main function is to maximize the luminosity by focusing the beam to the smallest possible size. Because the beam -has a finite emittance and energy spread, a nominal beam size of 2 pm at the IP can -only be achieved with elaborate optics where higher order aberrations are carefully minimized [a] . In operation the FFS must also be tunable to absorb focusing errors accumulated in the transport lines upstream and in the FFS itself [3] . Effects from such errors manifest themselves primarily as linear mismatches between the transverse phasespace of the injected beam and the FFS optics, and must be corrected before the final focusing works properly. An experimental tuning algorithm has been developed [3] to achieve these corrections, and extensive operational experience has been acquired [4] .
Initially it was thought that this tuning would be used as an overall correction for mismatches accumulated in the entire SLC, or at least in the Arcs: except for a few -special cases, it is possible in principle to absorb optical distortions of up to a factor of four [3] . It was also thought that variations would be tuned continuously in the FFS.
Neither appears to be feasible. Elimination of backgrounds [5] in the detector from --* ---electromagnetic debris and muons produced when beam-tails strike aperture limits upstream of the matching elements requires a nearly matched phase-space at inject'ion.
Thus major mismatches must be corrected upst.ream, and in practice only small a,djust,--ments are made in the FFS. The main limitations to continuous optical feedback are lack of orthogonality in the corrections and the fact that the only place available to diagnose all the distortions is the higher order corrected focal point at the IP. As a result of non-orthogonality, even modest variations in the incoming phase-space can require -extensive retuning. These weaknesses result from adding-on the optical and background tuning strategies to a design where the basic architecture was already fixed,_and suffered -,* from severe space limitations.
Operationally, the optical tuning has evolved towards determining a stable set-up.
Partly because the linac emittance presently exceeds the design value by a, factor of -about three in the horizontal plane [6] , the optics must be configured with a larger than optimal p-function at the IP (p'), in order to reduce backgrounds generated in the last -quadrupoles by the beam tails. The larger ,B* and linac emittance limit t,he attain--~-. able luminosity. Phase-space parameters are monitored routinely to distinguish stable changes from spurious ones, and to base corrections on time-averaged quantities. After reviewing the optics, the tuning strategy and the on-line programs used, we describe The Chromatic Correction Section (CCS) consists of two -I telescopes, combined with -dipoles at the foci, to generate significant energy dispersion at the quadrupoles. Sextupoles, where the focusing strength varies linearly with excursion, are put near the quadrupoles to provide additional focusing proportional to energy. This allows cancellation of the intrinsic first-order chromaticity. Additional first-order perturbations to the -imaging produced by each sextupole are made to cancel over the length of the CCS by appropriate symmetries.
In this way, all residual perturbations are pushed to secondorder. The effective p* can thus be written:
where ~1,2,3 measure the magnitudes of the residual second-order chromatic and geometric perturbations, c is the emittance, and 6~ is the fractional energy spread. -
The effect of the chromatic correction is to broaden the energy band-pass over which rays are imaged to the same IP focal point. The width of this band-pass scales roughly as Jp" (if only the term in ~1 from (1) is used) [a] . Defining it quantitatively as the band of energy deviations for which ,f3zff < 1.25/?*, it is &0.5% for ,B* = 16 mm, and &0.22% for p* = 4 mm. Without chromatic correction, it is less than 3~0.05% in both cases ( fig. 2 ).
Correction sdheme f
We describe the four-dimensional transverse phase-space with the usual [7] beammatrix ti, where cij = < zizj >. The matrix c has eight free terms if the emittances t, and ey are set. With the four dispersion functions q2, r12f, qY and qYj, we thus need twelve parameters to describe an arbitrary optical mismatch. For the SLC, equal emittances ---EZ = Q, are specified. In this case, two of the four cross-plane coupling correlations- at the IP (we refer to these as offsets of the in-plane waists), cross-plane coupling --(by analogy we refer to this as an offset of the out-of-plane waist), and residual -spatial dispersion. The waists must be positioned to within some fraction of the depth of focus /3* of the demagnifying optics, and the dispersion 77 must be tuned to less than @/&E to avoid dominating the final spot size.
2. Five terms affecting the angular spread at the IP: cr22,cr44, cr31 = ~42, qZf a,nd liYr, determine the band-pass of the optics. This is illustrated in fig. 3 , which shows the luminosity L versus p* for an energy spread of 0.002 (l/p* is taken as a measure of the overall angular spread) [3] . If the band-p ass is larger than the energy spread, perturbing the q-match with two pairs of upright and skew quadrupoles [ll] .
-Tiining strategy
The flow diagram in fig. 4 summarizes the experimental algorithm. Because each correction is coupled to the ones downstream, they must be applied sequentially.
After matching the input dispersion, the core of the program is to bring the beam 2 to a focus at the IP in a condition such that the phase-space parameters can be correctly measured at that point. Therefore, the initial set-up has a purposely enlarged p* of 30 mm, with the-sextupoles tuned to suppress the first-order chromaticity.
In addit'ion -to reducing backgrounds, this helps to avoid having the beam size at the IP dominated -~-. by the second order chromatic and geometric perturbations. It is also a guess of the most probable direction for the angular spread correction.
In order to decouple the final in-and o&-of-plane waist adjustments (one of the angular spread corrections) the minimization of the cross-plane ~42 correlation is applied first [12] . Then the beam is brought to an initial focus by correcting the in-plane
waists. This, if residual angular dispersion is present, and if the (~42 correlation has been imperfectly minimized, helps to diagnose residual spatial dispersion and cross-plane ~32
and (~41 correlations in the IP beam size. It thus reduces the number of iterat,ions of waist and dispersion corrections needed to minimize the beam size. In the case of unequal -emittances, the two cross-plane correlations cannot in general be simultaneously made zero. In this case, it is advantageous to set the out-of-plane waist correction to minimize the beam size in the plane with the smaller emittance (typically the vertical plane).
--Sinally, to maintain the minimization of the first-order chromaticity, the sextupoles are refitted after each major optical adjustment.
Aft~er this. and unless the angula,r spread at the IP is t,oo large in spite of the -P' = 3 cm configuration, scans of the in-plane waists can be used to measure phasespace parameters at the IP. Inferred values of ,B* are used to calculate angular spread corrections, and of E to compare with measurements in the rest of the machine. The match has-been observed to be stable over periods of days to weeks. ---7. Cross-plane coupling correction Figure 6 shows the correction for the tilt in the spot on a phosphor screen near the Final Triplet (ST4 in fig. 1 ). A tilted spot at that point corresponds to a finite a42 correlation at the IP. This is done manually by adjusting the skew quadrupole in the first telescope. The correction is difficult to set accurately and reproducibly because of -changing beam tails and saturation effects on the screen. A fit of the 013 correlation coefficient using the digitized profile may improve this. The available correction range is -'large, but the practical range is severely limited by perturbations caused to the trajectory of the opposing outgoing beam, which must pass off-axis through the skew quadrupole a_ before reaching the final beam dump. A procedure for controlling cross-plane coupling within the Arc has been developed, which mitigates this problem substantially [17] . Such control has reduced coupling in the lattice to about 50% and has brought the FFS skew -corrections to acceptable values, although this is not fully stable and depends on the -ratio of emittances at the linac exit, as described above.
8. Waist adjustments at the IP fig. 8 . In combination with the lattice dispersions measured in the first telescope and at the IP, this method has allowed separation of lattice disper--sion generated in the Arcs and in the FFS. Since the spatial dispersion introduced by this bump to minimize the spot size has coincided with the previously measured lattice dispersion at the IP, it has been possible to put an upper limit on beam dispersion at -theend of the linac.
10. Betatron phase-space diagnostics and adjustments at the IP History plots of E and ,f3*, estimated from in-plane waist scans performed after iterating the waist and dispersion corrections to minimize the spot at the IP, are shown in fig. 9 .
The emittances E, and ey were mostly larger than nominal and reflected, in most cases, larger than nominal values in the linac. The /3* values were larger than the expected optimum-of ,B&,, N 4 mm needed to optimize the luminosity, and resulted from -requiring a small enough angular spread to minimize beam tail-induced backgrounds,in f. the last quadrupoles. In some cases, larger than nominal e$ective c and ,f?* values were also obtained because of an imperfectly corrected phase-space at the IP. The data in fig. 9 are therefore generally upper'limits of actual values.
---A first attempt to enlarge the (vertical) betatron angular spread is indicated by an arrow in fig. 9(d) . The effect from this was clear but smaller than expectfed, and may have been partially offset by an upstream variation. Such adjustments will have to be -iterated in order to reach the expected optimum value of P& 2 4 mm.
The last values in the plot were obtained in the final run before the September 1988
shutdown. Dispersion at the IP generated by trajectory errors and misalignments was measu_red and minimized with the bump technique described above. This, and several iterations of the waist corrections, resulted in emittances close to the design value in the vertical plane and too large in the horizontal by a factor of three. This was consistent -.-~ with measurements performed simultaneously at the end of the linac [6] , showing that the final beam sizes at the IP were not dominated by chromatic effects, and that the residual -;
cross-plane ~coupling from the Arc did not significantly enlarge projected emittances.
At that time, the linear phase-space at the IP was thus correctly estimated from these measurements.
-
Conclusion and prospects
The experimental algorithm developed for the FFS has enabled beams focused at the IP with 3 to 5 pm transverse sizes to be attained, and the various contributions to the residual beam size to be diagnosed.
The residual beam size is presently limited by the larger than optimal /?* (dictated b3 detector backgrounds) and by the somewhat larger than nominal linac emittance. The reduction in luminosity from this is about an order of magnitude. In a,ddition, a small loss in attainable luminosity arises from not fully correcting the cross-plane coupling 'in f the case of asymmetric emittances. This loss can be up to about 25%, with the current emittance ratio of one to three.
In the next run, a new collimation system will be available at the end of the linac ---which, combined with the existing slits and with additional muon shielding that has been installed in the FFS tunnel, will enable beam tails to be cut, more efficient,ly. This, coupled with progress in maintaining a nominal phase-space a.t the injection to the Arcs.
and in reducing the p-function at the IP, should enable the optical limit to the luminosity to be reached. We also wish to acknowledge the support and enthusiasm of our colleagues from the SLC, Mark II and Op erations Groups, who helped carry through many of the measurements described here. 
